ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Join us this semester for a series of events and conversations surrounding the theme and book, “The Great Derangement: Climate Change and the Unthinkable” by Amitav Ghosh

PROGRAMMING HIGHLIGHTS:

- The Future of Climate Change and Environmental Policy with Attorney General William Tong
- Call for Proposals
  Propose your own Environmental Justice and Human Rights program or event.
- Spring Pop-up Course:
  Climate Change Call to Action!
- Teale Lecture Series presents:
  Dr. Robert Bullard,
  Father of Environmental Justice
- Film & Animation Competition
- Encounter Book Discussions
- Career Conversations
  Current Students and Recent Graduates
- Children’s Programming
- Future of Truth Project
  sponsored by the Humanities Institute
- UConn Reads Forum
  Special Guest Amitav Ghosh
- Climate Change and Public Health Discussion
- Restoring the Earth Discussion

For the latest information, visit uconnreads.uconn.edu

Follow us @UConnReads